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*** 

“So Joshua did as Moses had said to him, and fought with Amalek: and 

Moses, Aaron, and Hur went up to the top of the hill. 

“And it came to pass, when Moses held up his hand, that Israel prevailed: 

and when he let down his hand, Amalek prevailed.  But Moses’ hands were heavy; 

and they took a stone, and put it under him, and he sat thereon; and Aaron and 

Hur stayed up his hands, the one on the one side, and the other on the other side; 

and his hands were steady until the going down of the sun.” 
—Exodus 17:10-12 

*** 
 

 
WOULDJA LIKE TA TAKE A SURWOULDJA LIKE TA TAKE A SURWOULDJA LIKE TA TAKE A SURWOULDJA LIKE TA TAKE A SUR----VEY?VEY?VEY?VEY?    

 
We sure hope so!  We’ve wrapped up our unit on 72-hour car kits and want to know what want to know what want to know what want to know what 
you wanna see next!  you wanna see next!  you wanna see next!  you wanna see next!  This newsletter exists to help you guys you guys you guys you guys follow the prophet’s counsel 
to be prepared for the surprises of life.  You can help us help you by replying to our simple replying to our simple replying to our simple replying to our simple 
fivefivefivefive----question surveyquestion surveyquestion surveyquestion survey:     
 
1) What do you feel the newsletter is lacking? 
2) Which one topic we’ve covered has helped you out (or got you thinking) the most? 
3) Is the weekly newsletter helpful, or would something else help you more? 
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What else should we do? 
4) What aspect of emergency preparation do you want to see more of? 
5)  What are you most personally, worried about? 
  
 
Thanks in advance for helping us serve you better! 
    
    

 
General Conference is tomorrow! Time to 
dig through your kits and see what you 
might need to change up.  Check your 
batteries, your water freshness, and meow-
be add in some summer clothes!  
 
Also check your fudz to see if anything is 
expired. If you have any tuna that you’re 
looking to get rid of, pass it on to Beau! He 
knows how to dispose of it safely. :3 
 


